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Abstract 

This paper attempts to study the paradigm of segmenting an image into regions. To define a predicate for measuring the 

evidence for a boundary between two regions using a graph-based representation of the image. Graph-based image 

segmentation techniques generally represent the problem in terms of a graph G = (V, E) where each node vi ∈ V corresponds 

to a pixel in the image, and the edges in E connect certain pairs of neighboring pixels. A weight is associated with each edge 

based on some property of the pixels that it connects, such as their image intensities. Depending on the method, there may or 

may not be an edge connecting each pair of vertices. The earliest graph-based methods use fixed thresholds and local measures 

in computing a segmentation. The work of Zahn presents a segmentation method based on the minimum spanning tree (MST) 

of the graph. This method has been applied both to point clustering and to image segmentation. For image segmentation the 

edge weights in the graph are based on the differences between pixel intensities, whereas for point clustering the weights are 

based on distances between points.  

Another early approach to image segmentation is that of splitting and merging regions according to how well each region fits 

some uniformity criterion (e.g., ). Generally these uniformity criteria obey a subset property, such that when a uniformity 

predicate U(A) is true for some region A then U(B) is also true for any B ⊂ A. Usually such criteria are aimed at finding either 

uniform intensity or uniform gradient regions. A number of approaches to segmentation are based on finding compact clusters 

in some feature space (cf. ). These approaches generally assume that the image is piecewise constant, because searching for 

pixels that are all close together in some feature space implicitly requires that the pixels be alike (e.g., similar color). A recent 

technique using feature space clustering  first transforms the data by smoothing it in a way that preserves boundaries between 

regions.  We then develop an efficient segmentation algorithm based on this predicate, and show that although this algorithm 

makes greedy decisions it produces segmentations that satisfy global properties. We apply the algorithm to image 

segmentation using two different kinds of local neighborhoods in constructing the graph, and illustrate the results with both 

real and synthetic images. The algorithm runs in time nearly linear in the number of graph edges and is also fast in practice. 

An important characteristic of the method is its ability to preserve detail in low-variability image regions while ignoring detail 

in high-variability regions.  
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Introduction 

Image segmentation plays a crucial role in effective understanding of digital images. Past few decades saw hundreds of 

research contributions in this field. However, the research on the existence of general purpose segmentation algorithm that 

suits for variety of applications is still very much active. Among the many approaches in performing image segmentation, 

graph based approach is gaining popularity primarily due to its ability in reflecting global image properties. This paper 

critically reviews existing important graph based segmentation methods. The review is done based on the classification of 

various segmentation algorithms within the framework of graph based approaches. The major four categorizations we have 

employed for the purpose of review are: graph cut based methods, interactive methods, minimum spanning tree based methods 

and pyramid based methods. This review not only reveals the pros in each method and category but also explores its 

limitations. In addition, the review highlights the need for creating a database for benchmarking intensity based algorithms, 

and the need for further research in graph based segmentation for automated real time applications. The algorithm sees an 

image as a graph, and every pixels as vertices. Making of good segmentation for an image is thus equivalent to finding 

communities in a graph. 

What separates two communities of pixels is a boundary based on where similarity ends and dissimilarity begins. A 

segmentation too fine would result in communities separated without real boundary between them; in a segmentation too 

coarse communities should be splitted. 

hat predicate takes two components and returns true if a boundary exists between them. A component is a segmentation of 

one or more vertice. 

With C1C1 and C2C2 two components: 

D(C1,C2)={trueif Dif(C1,C2)>MInt(C1,C2)falseotherwiseD(C1,C2)={trueif Dif(C1,C2)>MInt(C1,C2)falseotherwise 

With: 

Dif(C1,C2)=minvi∈C1,vj∈C2(vi,vj)∈Eijw(vi,vj)Dif(C1,C2)=minvi∈C1,vj∈C2(vi,vj)∈Eijw(vi,vj) 

The function Dif(C1,C2)Dif(C1,C2) returns the minimum weight w(.)w(.) edge that connects a vertice vivi to vjvj, each of 

them being in two different components. EijEij is the set of edges connecting two vertices between 

components C1C1 and C2C2. This function DifDif measures the difference between two components. 

And with: 

MInt(C1,C2)=min(Int(C1)+τ(C1),Int(C2)+τ(C2))MInt(C1,C2)=min(Int(C1)+τ(C1),Int(C2)+τ(C2)) 

τ(C)=k|C|τ(C)=k|C| 

Int(C)=maxe∈MST(C,E)w(e)Int(C)=maxe∈MST(C,E)w(e) 

The function Int(C)Int(C) returns the edge with maximum weight that connects two vertices in the Minimum Spanning 

Tree (MST) of a same component. Looking only in the MST reduces considerably the number of possible edges to consider: 

A spanning tree has n−1n−1 edges instead of the n(n−1)2n(n−1)2 total edges. Moreover, using the minimum spanning tree 
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and not just a common spanning tree allows to have segmentation with high-variability (but still progressive). This 

function IntInt measures the internal difference of a component. A low IntInt means that the component is homogeneous. 

The function τ(C)τ(C) is a threshold function, that imposes a stronger evidence of boundary for small components. A 

large kk creates a segmentation with large components. The authors set k=300k=300 for wide images, and k=150k=150 for 

detailed images. 

Finally MInt(C1,C2)MInt(C1,C2) is the minimum of internal difference of two components. 

To summarize the predicate DD: A large difference between two internally homogeneous components is evidence of a 

boundary between them. However, if the two components are internally heterogeneous it would be harder to prove a boundary. 

Objective: 

This paper intends to explore and analyze several novel graph construction models which are based on graph-based 

segmentation criteria extending beyond -- and bridging the gap between -- segmentation approaches based on edges and 

homogeneous regions alone 

Different Weight Functions 

Image segmentation, which aims to extract objects of interest from a complex background for object detection, 

tracking, recognition, scene analysis, etc., is one of the basic problems in image processing, and has been widely used in 

pattern recognition and computer vision . Many image-segmentation algorithms have been proposed in recent years . 

According to different image types, image segmentation can be divided into monochrome and color image segmentation. 

According to image representation, image segmentation can be divided into single scale and multi-scale approaches. 

According to the principle of operation, image segmentation can be divided into spatially blind and spatially guided methods. 

According to whether priori knowledge is provided, image segmentation can be divided into automatic and interactive 

segmentation. For natural images of various types and with complicated content, an interactive segmentation-based method 

is usually used, because its segmentation is more consistent with users’ subjective intentions . GraphCut is one of the generally 

used interactive segmentation algorithms  due to its global optimization, strong numerical robustness, high execution 

efficiency, free topological structure of partitioned weighted graph, and N-D image-segmentation ability . As a pre-

segmentation solution, superpixel segmentation has been paid more attention and an abundance of superpixel segmentation 

algorithms have been proposed in recent years , such as watershed algorithms , MeanShift algorithm , turbopixels  etc. 

Superpixel algorithms group pixels into perceptually meaningful regions which can capture image redundancy and greatly 

reduce the complexity of subsequent image processing such as an object’s segmentation, detection, tracking and recognition 

tasks . 

The predicate uses a function w(vi,vj)w(vi,vj) that measures the edge’s weight between two vertices vivi and vjvj. 

 Grid Graph Weight 

 To correctly use this weight function, the authors smooth the image using a Gaussian filter with σ=0.8σ=0.8. 

 The Grid Graph Weight function is: 

 w(vj,vi)=|I(pi)−I(pj)|w(vj,vi)=|I(pi)−I(pj)| 
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 It is the intensity’s difference of the pixel neighbourhood. Indeed, the authors choose to not only use the pixel 

intensity, but also its 8 neighbours. 

 The intensity is the pixel-value of the central pixel pipi and its 8 neighbours. 

 Using this weight function, they run the algorithm three times (for red, blue, and green) and choose the 

intersection of the three segmentations as result. 

 Nearest Neighbours Graph Weight 

 The second weight function is based on the Approximate Nearest Neighbours Search. 

 It tries to find a good approximation of what could be the closest pixel. The features space is both the spatial 

coordinates and the pixel’s RGB. 

 Features Space = (x,y,r,g,b)(x,y,r,g,b). 

The Actual Algorithm 

Now that every sub-function of the algorithm has been defined, let’s see the actual algorithm: 

For the Graph G=(V,E)G=(V,E) composed of the vertices VV and the edges EE, and a 

segmentation S=(C1,C2,…)S=(C1,C2,…): 

1. Sort E into ππ = (o1o1, …, omom) by increasing edge weight order. 

2. Each vertice is alone in its own component. This is the initial segmentation S0S0. 

3. For q=1,…,mq=1,…,m: 

o Current segmentation is SqSq 

o (vivi, vjvj) =oq=oq 

o If vivi and vjvj are not in the same component, and the predicate D(Cq−1i,Cq−1j)D(Ciq−1,Cjq−1) is false 

then: 

 Merge CiCi and CjCj into a single component. 

4. Return SmSm. 

The superscript qq in SqSq or CQxCxQ simply denotes a version of the segmentation or of the component at the 

instant qq of the algorithm. 

Basically what the algorithm is doing is a bottom-up merging of at first individual pixels into larger and larger 

components. At the end, the segmentation SmSm will neither be too fine nor too coarse. 
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Graph-Based Segmentation  

We take a graph-based approach to segmentation. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertices vi ∈ V , the set of 

elements to be segmented, and edges (vi , vj ) ∈ E corresponding to pairs of neighboring vertices. Each edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E has 

a corresponding weight w((vi , vj )), which is a non-negative measure of the dissimilarity between neighboring elements vi 

and vj . In the case of image segmentation, the elements in V are pixels and the weight of an edge is some measure of the 

dissimilarity between the two pixels connected by that edge (e.g., the difference in intensity, color, motion, location or some 

other local attribute). In Sections 5 and 6 we consider particular edge sets and weight functions for image segmentation. 

However, the formulation here is independent of these definitions. In the graph-based approach, a segmentation S is a partition 

of V into components such that each component (or region) C ∈ S corresponds to a connected component in a graph G0 = (V, 

E 0 ), where E 0 ⊆ E. In other words, any segmentation is induced by a subset of the edges in E. There are different ways to 

measure the quality of a segmentation but in general we want the elements in a component to be similar, and elements in 

different components to be dissimilar. This means that edges between two vertices in the same component should have 

relatively low weights, and edges between vertices in different components should have higher weights. 

Pairwise Region Comparison Predicate  

This predicate is based on measuring the dissimilarity between elements along the boundary of the two components relative 

to a measure of the dissimilarity among neighboring elements within each of the two components.  

The resulting predicate compares the inter-component differences to the within component differences and is thereby adaptive 

with respect to the local characteristics of the data. We define the internal difference of a component C ⊆ V to be the largest 

weight in the minimum spanning tree of the component, MST(C, E). That is, Int(C) = max e∈MST(C,E) w(e) .  

(1) One intuition underlying this measure is that a given component C only remains connected when edges of weight at least 

Int(C) are considered. We define the difference between two components C1, C2 ⊆ V to be the minimum weight edge 

connecting the two components. That is, Dif(C1, C2) = min vi∈C1,vj∈C2,(vi,vj )∈E w((vi , vj )) .  

 

(2) If there is no edge connecting C1 and C2 we let Dif(C1, C2) = ∞. This measure of difference could in principle be 

problematic, because it reflects only the smallest edge weight between two components. In practice we have found that the 

measure works quite well in spite of this apparent limitation. Moreover, changing the definition to use the median weight, or 

some other quantile, in order to make it more robust to outliers, makes the problem of finding a good segmentation NP-hard, 

as discussed in the Appendix. Thus a small change to the segmentation criterion vastly changes the difficulty of the problem. 
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Any non-negative function of a single component can be used for τ without changing the algorithmic results. For instance, it 

is possible to have the segmentation method prefer components of certain shapes, by defining a τ which is large for components 

that do not fit some desired shape and small for ones that do. This would cause the segmentation algorithm to aggressively 

merge components that are not of the desired shape. Such a shape preference could be as weak as preferring components that 

are not long and thin (e.g., using a ratio of perimeter to area) or as strong as preferring components that match a particular 

shape model. Note that the result of this would not solely be components of the desired shape, however for any two 

neighboring components one of them would be of the desired shape. 

Conclusion 

Image segmentation is a fundamental problem in computer vision. The objective of image segmentation is to segment an 

image into several non-overlapping regions that are deemed meaningful according to some objective criterion, homogeneity 

in some feature space or separability in some other one for example. Image segmentation have been a long studied problem. 

Since the first image segmentation approaches published more than 40 years ago, see for instance , thousands of algorithms 

have been proposed, and they can be very different using different mathematical models or according to different application 

goals. Typically, in many literature surveys   , existing image segmentation methods can be categorized as unsupervised or 

supervised. Unsupervised methods are also called as low-level or bottom-up methods in the literature. In this thesis, we 

consider those methods that are without any human interactions nor prior knowledge involving training process or objectclass 

specific information beforehand. In many instances of supervised setting, also called as top-down segmentation or high-level 

segmentation, there are two versions, namely weakly supervised and fully supervised methods. The former tries to only use 

the image annotation which describes the visual concepts depicted in the image, instead of manually segmented result for each 

pixel. 
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